
Well versed in working with primary and 
secondary schools, with children from all 

backgrounds and abilities we can perform for 
full year groups, to individual classes and sets. 

We tailor our shows and workshops to 
suit your requirements.

We deliver tours to full school groups so 
capacity is no issue- making sure that the 
groups are split into manageable sizes and 

there are sufficient guides per group, so 
ensuring everyone has a marvellous time.

With 10 years of experience and a regular 
customer base, including some of the best 
schools in Merseyside, your expectations 

are in safe hands. 

The service we provide is unique to each school 
and therefore the cost will be too, we can 

guarantee value for money and an experience 
that will not easily be forgotten!

All of our tours and experiences are risk assessed and any 
supporting documentation can be provided on request

Shiverschool is Shiverpool bringing the 
curriculum to life with captivating storytelling, 

tours, tailored performances and 
engaging workshops.

Support your students towards their end of year exams

FIND MEANING, GAIN EXPERIENCE

Shiverpool UK Ltd | 0151 709 2030 | info@shiverpool.co.uk

Who is it for?
Primary, Secondary & University

From key stage 1- 5

Experienced? YES!

How much does it cost?

To find out more, 
or to book a Shiverpool experience with your school

 

call: 0151 709 2030 email: info@shiverpool.co.uk 
or visit: www.shiverpool.co.uk 

Shiverschool
Information Pack

The Wicked World Of...

Welcome to the...

Our aim is simple: 

 
Engage | Entertain | Educate

For teachers and group leaders



Workshop Example 1: Special Effects Makeup
Pupils examine the ways makeup can change 

appearance, learn how to apply theatrical makeup and 
are given the opportunity to apply a makeup effect. 

Workshop Example 2: Page to Stage
Pupils are given an outline script and discuss the 

background for their character enabling them to make 
decisions about use of language and behaviour. They 

choose the costume that might best suit the character and 
are given the opportunity to do a ‘read through’. 

Workshop Example 3: Questioning the Story
Pupils work with the Shiverschools’ team to put the story 

into a social and political context. An interactive 
workshop, pupils work with a range of materials to allow 

them to add the historical detail to one of our stories.

Shiverpool can bring the pavements of Liverpool's past to 
your school or college. We can perform in the space you 
have available, and we can tailor the experience to the 

meet the educational needs of all pupils, 
from Reception to Sixth Form.

More than a performance, we have worked to make sure 
that our enchanting stories and interactive workshops and 

activities are linked to the national curriculum.
At Shiverpool, we understand the need to add creativity 
to make learning fun and ‘by providing rich and varied 
contexts for pupils to acquire, develop and apply a broad 
range of knowledge, understanding and skills [we want 

to] enable pupils to think creatively and critically, to 
solve problems and to make a difference for the better.’ 

Our aim is simple:  
Engage | Entertain | Educate

So what do we do? Workshops

Performances

City Tours

Shiverpool produces powerfully presented interactive 
tours, performances and workshops that bring our 

tantalizing twist on storytelling, chilling tales of history, 
mystery and folklore for your school.

 

Whether on the street or on the stage… 
It’s all about the story!

We deliver tours to a range of school audiences from 
Primary children through to Key stage 3 

and University level.

We are the favourite choice amongst international 
language schools. We even have CELTA trained tour 

guides in our team who tailor the tour to meet the 
language requirements of any ESOL group.

Because we specialise in street theatre tours we can 
guarantee a truly unique experience and professional 

approach from our team that will surely be 
a highlight of your school calendar. 
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Shiverschool is Shiverpool bringing the 
curriculum to life with captivating 

storytelling tours, tailored performances 
and engaging workshops.
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